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The cryptocurrency of the online worlds

Based on Binance Smart Chain

The new digital money of sports competitions, games and online casinos
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ABOUT US


KAZANO Currency - The solution to prevent fraud in internet games, sports competitions and gambling in online casinos. Which includes change and a global revolution when it comes to providing security and transparency through a third party backed by the blockchain.



With the development of digital currencies, and the opening of the possibility of transferring and receiving funds directly without means, a huge industry of gambling sites, games, and competitions using digital currencies has developed at the same time.



Learn More



















OUR VISION


Through the KAZANO project we provides the template and toolkit for a new era of innovation.

It presents leading technologies, models and methodologies that will help individuals, developers and businesses discover a new opportunity, realize change and enrich their lives.



This is one of the rare opportunities in the world - which through the  KAZANO project enables people to integrate into the system while developing and researching, and to be part of the global revolution of creating a distributed world, improving our interaction and participating in business and creative operations as part of a global company.



Learn More













What is KAZANO SAFE?

Kazano safe is a savings plan for your KAZ tokens which gives you a chance to enjoy high rewards and accumulate a lot of KAZ tokens during the time in the safe.

There are 2 savings plans:

Plan A: Closing for 6 months, which gives you an additional 14% of your total tokens.

Plan B: Closing for 12 months, giving you an additional 32% of your total tokens.


You will receive your KAZ tokens immediately after closing in the safe according to the type of plan.

During the closing period in the safe it will not be possible to withdraw the tokens until the end of the savings plan period.





















KAZANO [image: ]

The KAZANO currency (KAZ) is a token developed through a smart contract on the protocol and blockchain network of the third generation of currencies, the binance smart chain , and in the middle of its development many businesses have joined it and stated that it is going to be used as a main currency or legitimate currency. KAZ is a high added value and is considered the currency of online casinos and sports, competition, and gaming platforms.

In order to know the currency of the future, we will summarize the Kaz's big father is the binance smart chain.

The first digital currency created is Bitcoin. Bitcoin has undoubtedly brought with it a new line to the world, transferring money from person to person all over the world without an intermediary. In fact, Bitcoin is a smart contract that says that party A transfer’s money to party B. But it turned out that it is not a smart enough contract because it cannot give a solution to many problems like who pays first or other infrastructure problems.

In the second generation came, who if not our faithful friend Ethereum. Etherium is a smart contract that gives access to build more smart contracts on its blockchain.

Discovering it was a wonderful thing and the technology went up a notch in its level, but even with the etherium there were infrastructure problems...

Because many ventures and currencies use the Etherium blockchain, a load is placed on the blockchain.

Take for example the cat game, which caused many delays on Etherium's blockchain.

The third generation that came to solve Ethereum's problems is the binance smart chain.



















THE PROJECT

* The ability and opportunity to purchase the KAZANO coin KAZ token - while developing and forming it through pre-purchase of pre-defined token packages, gives a very rare opportunity for all project partners and all buyers to enjoy huge profit through 3 things done completely automatically.

* The amount of KAZ tokens and coins is limited. The more people purchase the token before it goes public and its value goes up on international exchanges. This value can go up every few days and even every few hours!! The sooner you buy more coins with her in advance, the more you can enjoy a continuous and meteoric increase in the value of the coin until it is issued.

* Annual interest - In addition to the increase in the value of the currency, you enjoy an annual interest attached to each token package purchased in advance purchase!! This interest rate ranges from 5% to 105% and is in addition to the increase in the value of the currency - this interest is added to the initial number of tokens you purchased every day!! - See the token packages offered and the interest rate attached to each package. There is no limit to the amount of token packages you can purchase, and there is no stipulation of having to purchase another package you can purchase as many packages as you want from any type.

* Slip - Controlled crossing / growth events - Every 90 days there is a growth event in the number of tokens held by the early partners who purchased the token packages in advance purchase - each such event adds 15% to the number of tokens you have.

* These three events that operate fully automatically without any action taken on your part allow all project partners who have purchased pre-token packages to enjoy meteoric intervals of exceptional one-time opportunity.

In addition to these actions that operate automatically for completely passive profit - you can enjoy a high referral fee - for every customer who applies and purchases packages of the KAZ currency - you will receive a referral fee of 30% of the packages purchased - 15% available for immediate withdrawal - and 15% in KAZ coins.


















IN NUMBERS






  

$0.3910 

KAZANO Value







  

  

Businesses Accepting Kazano







  

  

Worldwide Clients












KAZ Token packages in pre-sale

9 Options for early purchase of KAZ token packages + annual interest of additional coins during the period, the interest in addition to the increase in the value of the token according to demand.









$60 Investment

5% Annual Profit











$150 Investment

7.5% Annual Profit











$300 Investment

10% Annual Profit











$750 Investment

15% Annual Profit











$1,500 Investment

35% Annual Profit











$3,000 Investment

45% Annual Profit











$7,000 Investment

60% Annual Profit











$11,000 Investment

75% Annual Profit











$20,000 Investment

105% Annual Profit






The packages are a pre-sale of a pre-issue KAZ token, The KAZ Token as a legitimate means of receiving payment, the KAZANO system is a completely distributed body, without concentration of powers or ownership of digital assets and deals with the development of the blockchain and KAZANO systems that sit on the Binance Smart Chain protocol, and is a control and supervision mechanism for complete systemic decentralization.
















TOKENS



25 billion coins were issued

20 billion coins burned !!!

7.5% of what is left - for development teams, commissions and royalties.

The balance is sold at an early sale

In the event that after the end of the early sale, unsold coins will remain and they will be released to the stock exchanges only after one year from the issue in a slow and controlled manner.
















PARTNERS


The KAZNO currency is a completely decentralized currency, and its value is distributed in a decentralized manner by the evolving community around the world dealing with digital means and cartographic coins as a means of payment, and in particular by the KAZNO community guaranteeing future use of KAZ through early purchase of tokens.



On the other hand, many business owners who recognize the potential of using cryptographic means of payment, security, payment speed, and total globalization without limiting speed, volume or time, as more and more businesses join the use of KAZ currency - the community that uses KAZ automatically grows - and so does value Of KAZ climbs accordingly.
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CAREER



As part of KAZANO community development and as part of the global distribution of the growing community using cryptocurrencies - and distributed digital means of payment, you can develop a personal career and enjoy valuable rewards

Careers can be developed in the following two areas:

Marketing and distribution or ambassador (field of education learning and recognition).


What is an ambassador?

You can write articles, create videos on YouTube, or hold an online seminar, build websites, and advertise on the community that uses distributed digital currencies and in particular on KAZ tokens, in return for your effort in knowing KAZ currency and community globally you will receive a reward for any article or video or A webinar that you will post, the proceeds will be sent to you in KAZ and BNB and BTC coins.

Regional or international marketer -

If you have a high marketing and distribution ability, you can be a partner in spreading the good news about KAZ currency and take part in the early sales of currency packages, and enjoy a unique reward for your personal effort in increasing the community that uses KAZ currency, to be a regional or international marketer. To appoint a reseller through Contact Us, the marketing system will give you the instructions on how to integrate into the distributed reseller community and what rewards you can receive from the international pool set of currencies allocated to resellers.

Apply to be a marketer.


















Get in Touch with Us

Our Headquarters are in Hong Kong 





Headquarters:

AIA Hong Kong Tower

地下2C舖, Stanhope House, 

734-738號 King's Rd, Tsat Tsz Mui



Email: [email protected]



Contact Us

We are social
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OUR VISION
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Through the KAZANO project we provides the template and toolkit for a new era of innovation.

 It presents leading technologies, models and methodologies that will help individuals, developers and businesses discover a new opportunity, realize change and enrich their lives.

 

This is one of the rare opportunities in the world - which through the  KAZANO project enables people to integrate into the system while developing and researching, and to be part of the global revolution of creating a distributed world, improving our interaction and participating in business and creative operations as part of a global company.

 

The special opportunity of giving everyone the opportunity and opportunity to discount the token (KAZ) while developing and being a partner in the development of the third generation of KAZANO's advanced blockchain world based on the development of binance smart chain advanced blockchain. 

and being part of a completely separate globalized community from centralized and power-focused. Which is not controlled through financial power centers, and be part of the process of creating an advanced financial kit based on the third generation of the world of blockchain and cartographic currencies.

 

Providing this rare opportunity, for both individuals and business owners, to be part of a distributed project of creating KAZANO systems, and to purchase KAZ tokens in unique pre-issue packages, is a wonderful opportunity that allows a potential ID to enjoy an excessive gate elevator automatically generated due to community gaps The distributed that enjoys the resilience of distributed digital finances such as Bitcoin Ethereum and BNB - in front of the community that is still supported by power centers and controllers of the financial systems and who seeks to acquire and purchase digital assets and cartographic currencies only after these And their power in the digital currency market

 

KAZANO  is proud to be the first source in the world where it is possible to integrate into the community that supports the decentralization of financial power, actively and directly by purchasing early third-generation token packages of In the world of digital currencies, there is no doubt that there is a unique and extraordinary opportunity here that allows partners and buyers of KAZANO currency token KAZ token packages to enjoy both a meteoric value lift, and an increase in the amount of tokens held in their possession while developing and developing KAZANO's international blockchain systems, On the Binance Smart Chain.

 

And also from crossing and development systems that give additional tokens to anyone who already owns the KAZANO currency.
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What is Binance Smart Chain (BSC)?
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You’ve probably heard of Binance Chain, the home of the BNB currency. It’s optimized for ultra-fast trading. To achieve this, it had to make certain trade-offs – one being that it wasn’t as flexible from a programmability standpoint as other blockchains.

 

Well, Binance Smart Chain is here to change that, a new blockchain with a full-fledged environment for developing high-performance decentralized applications. It was built for cross-chain compatibility with Binance Chain to ensure that users get the best of both worlds.

 

Introduction

Binance Chain was launched by Binance in April 2019. Its primary focus is to facilitate fast, decentralized (or non-custodial) trading. Perhaps unsurprisingly, the biggest decentralized application (or DApp) on it is Binance DEX, one of the friendliest decentralized exchanges out there. You can use it via a web interface at binance.org or through its native integration with Trust Wallet.

Due to limitations inherent to blockchain systems, however, the chain doesn’t have much flexibility – smart contracts in a system optimized for fast trading could significantly congest the network. Remember CryptoKitties? At the height of its popularity, it brought the Ethereum blockchain to a standstill.

Scalability remains one of the most challenging hurdles to blockchain development. And that’s where Binance Smart Chain comes in.

 

What is Binance Smart Chain?

Binance Smart Chain (BSC) is best described as a blockchain that runs in parallel to the Binance Chain. Unlike Binance Chain, BSC boasts smart contract functionality and compatibility with the Ethereum Virtual Machine (EVM). The design goal here was to leave the high throughput of Binance Chain intact while introducing smart contracts into its ecosystem.

In essence, both blockchains operate side-by-side. It’s worth noting that BSC isn’t a so-called layer two or off-chain scalability solution. It’s an independent blockchain that could run even if Binance Chain went offline. That said, both chains bear a strong resemblance from a design standpoint.

Because BSC is EVM-compatible, it launched with support for the rich universe of Ethereum tools and DApps. In theory, this makes it easy for developers to port their projects over from Ethereum. For users, it means that applications like MetaMask can be easily configured to work with BSC. Seriously – it’s just a matter of tweaking a couple of settings. Check out Use MetaMask for Binance Smart Chain to get started.

 

How does Binance Smart Chain work?

Consensus

Binance Smart Chain achieves ~3 second block times with a Proof-of-Stake consensus algorithm. Specifically, it uses something called Proof of Staked Authority (or PoSA), where participants stake BNB to become validators. If they propose a valid block, they’ll receive transaction fees from the transactions included in it.

Note that, unlike many protocols, there is no block subsidy of freshly-minted BNB, as BNB is not inflationary. On the contrary, the supply of BNB decreases over time, as the Binance team regularly conducts coin burns.

 

Cross-chain compatibility

Binance Smart Chain was envisioned as an independent but complementary system to the existing Binance Chain. Dual-chain architecture is used, with the idea being that users can seamlessly transfer assets from one blockchain to another. In this way, rapid trading can be enjoyed on Binance Chain, while powerful decentralized apps can be built on BSC. With this interoperability, users are exposed to a vast ecosystem that can cater to a myriad of use cases.

BEP-2 and BEP-8 tokens from Binance Chain can be swapped for BEP-20 tokens, the new standard introduced for Binance Smart Chain. Have you read An Introduction to ERC-20 Tokens? Then you’ll already be familiar with the format of BEP-20. It uses the same functions as its Ethereum counterpart.

To move tokens from one chain to another (i.e., BEP-2 to BEP-20 or vice versa), the simplest method is perhaps to use the Binance Chain Wallet, available on Chrome and Firefox. Check out Use Binance Chain Extension Wallet for a guide to this.

 

Decentralized Finance on Binance Smart Chain

You may know that a number of digital assets – such as BTC, LTC, ETH, EOS, or XRP – already exist on Binance Chain as “Peggy coins.” These are tokens that are pegged to assets on their native chains. For instance, you might decide to lock up 10 BTC in order to receive 10 BTCB on Binance Chain. At any time, you can trade your 10 BTCB for 10 BTC, meaning that the price of BTCB should closely track that of native BTC. 

By doing this, you effectively port these assets onto Binance Chain. Interested in how this kind of thing can be achieved? Check out Tokenized Bitcoin on Ethereum Explained.

Because of the flexibility afforded by Binance Smart Chain, assets from a number of different chains can be used in the growing DeFi space. For instance, applications like PancakeSwap allow users to trustlessly exchange assets (much like Uniswap), engage in yield farming, and vote on proposals. Similar projects include BurgerSwap and BakerySwap (if you’re new to crypto, hi! We’re big fans of decentralized exchanges named after foods).

 

Closing thoughts

Binance Smart Chain greatly extends the functionality of the original Binance Chain and joins a range of cutting-edge protocols designed to bridge the gap between various blockchains. Though still in its infancy, the promise of BNB staking alongside EVM compatibility makes the platform an ideal engine for developers building powerful decentralized applications.
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The KAZANO currency (KAZ) is a token developed through a smart contract on the protocol and blockchain network of the third generation of currencies, the binance smart chain , and in the middle of its development many businesses have joined it and stated that it is going to be used as a main currency or legitimate currency. KAZ is a high added value and is considered the currency of online casinos and sports, competition, and gaming platforms.

In order to know the currency of the future, we will summarize the Kaz's big father is the binance smart chain.

The first digital currency created is Bitcoin. Bitcoin has undoubtedly brought with it a new line to the world, transferring money from person to person all over the world without an intermediary. In fact, Bitcoin is a smart contract that says that party A transfer’s money to party B. But it turned out that it is not a smart enough contract because it cannot give a solution to many problems like who pays first or other infrastructure problems.

In the second generation came, who if not our faithful friend Ethereum. Etherium is a smart contract that gives access to build more smart contracts on its blockchain.

Discovering it was a wonderful thing and the technology went up a notch in its level, but even with the etherium there were infrastructure problems...

Because many ventures and currencies use the Etherium blockchain, a load is placed on the blockchain.

Take for example the cat game, which caused many delays on Etherium's blockchain.

The third generation that came to solve Ethereum's problems is the binance smart chain.
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KAZANO Currency - The solution to prevent fraud in internet games, sports competitions and gambling in online casinos. Which includes change and a global revolution when it comes to providing security and transparency through a third party backed by the blockchain.

With the development of digital currencies, and the opening of the possibility of transferring and receiving funds directly without means, a huge industry of gambling sites, games, and competitions using digital currencies has developed at the same time.

But since this is a non-regulated and unregulated market, many scams and various scams have developed in the world of online gambling and online gaming. When the player in many cases does not even know whether he was cheated or not, whether the game or bet was skewed to his detriment, and in worse cases players and gamblers could not withdraw their winnings or their deposit money from sites to which the player deposited his money.

The solution for transparency and fairness, and protections in games Use of KAZANO currency.

What is special about the KAZANO currency?

Winning combination of smart currency with Provably fair.

KAZANO Currency - Founded by the founder SERHI YARMOLIUK together with a broad development team, to create a completely decentralized currency in order to create a safe, transparent and fair financial activity and global organization that serves the community and offers a new and safe alternative to how we work, communicate and create, individuals and businesses.

The businesses integrated in the KAZANO currency are businesses that want to take advantage of a special opportunity and develop independently of monopolistic and bureaucratic power holders. Companies are able to accept true democracy, self-government, fairness and responsibility. By using the KAZANO currency while incorporating Provably fair as a useful condition for the currency in their business.

The KAZANO currency is a smart currency, from the third generation of the world of digital currencies and is based on binance smart chain, and allows transparency, and quick and cheap exchanges between colleagues, the KAZANO currency combines interfacing and connection to Provably fair, In Provably fair in their game system, this winning combination of smart and fast currency with Provably fair allows players to safely enter the sites that use the KAZANO currency, and know that their games are real, protected, and can be verified for fraud testing.

At the same time the KAZANO system requires the businesses that use the KAZANO currency to link the customer account to an external wallet where his KAZNO coins are placed so that the player can withdraw his profits or his deposit money at the business immediately and independently and thus fully insure his game And the withdrawal of its profit / balance without being dependent on one means or another.

The revolution of the online world of games, casinos, and online competitions combined

With the KAZANO currency tradable in the various exchanges and therefore all that is left for players and everyone who surfs the internet, to make sure he is going to play and gamble safely, is only to use the KAZANO currency for deposit to games, KAZANO's currency system allows use of currency in businesses only provided their blockchain Linked with Provably fair, provided that the player's inside wallet is directly connected to the player's outside wallet for immediate withdrawals of profits or balances.

 

What is a Provably fair system?

Provably fairness is the process which allows players from all over the world to manually and personally verify the fairness of the games that they’re playing online. In order to achieve this, casinos that work on the blockchain use a special code called the provably fair algorithm. The algorithm generates an encrypted key with the end results of the game, sends it to the player alongside another key that will allow them to verify the correctitude of the games at the end of the session.

Provably fair casino versus a regular casino

Provably fair:

	Use the provably fair algorithm that generates the hands and keeps them in a hash that can later be verified by players;
	Don’t need to use third party companies thanks to the provably fair algorithm and the blockchain, which is a public ledger.
	Don’t need to use third party companies thanks to the provably fair algorithm and the blockchain, which is a public ledger.
	Thanks to the provably fair algorithm and the blockchain, which is a public ledger, they don’t need to be acknowledged by any authority.


Regular:

	Use random number generators for the outcomes of hands that are played;
	Don’t allow players to personally verify the correctitude of the hands that are played;
	Are only trustworthy if you trust the third party companies that review casinos for legitimacy.
	How does provably fair casino works?


There are more than one ways to implement the provably fair method to online casinos. We will stick to the most common one here. The algorithm calculates a roll-result each time there’s a new hand that’s been played, by using three variables:

	Serverseed: this is provided by the casino itself;
	Clientseed: this is provided by the browser you’re playing on;
	Nonce: with each new hand, this variable increases by one so you can keep track of which hand is which by the end of the session.
Before you start you will get a hash of the serverseed, which is encrypted. This hash contains the entire game you’re about to play, so the casino cannot change it no matter what. Also, because it comes to you in an encrypted code, you yourself cannot calculate any results for the hands you’re about to play.


Verify the results

When you start playing, you're not getting the unhashed serverseed beforehand. That would imply you being able to read it and play all hands as a winner given that the seed holds the information about all of the results of the hands you're about to be dealt. Instead you will get a hashed serverseed when your session is over, which you will use to reveal the old, unhashed serverseed. In order to verify if you've been cheated on or not, you have to go through 2 easy steps:

	Make sure that the hashed serverseed that the site is throwing at you is the actual hash of the unhashed serverseed. If this is the case, you're fine. You know that the site has given you the right serverseed and you can go ahead and verify the fairness. For all you know, the site can be throwing a fake serverseed your way.To verify the seed, use an online tool like Xorbin to generate the SHA256 hash of the unhashed serverseed. Once you do that, you can check to see if the two hashes are the same. If they are, you can calculate the results and compare them to the ones provided.
	You will have to generate each roll result by yourself, and then compare it to the rolls you made on the site. This will take some time if you’re doing it manually, which is why it is better to use an online tool and speed things up.


Calculating with the nonce

There can be tens, hundreds, even thousands of bets one makes during one session. Which makes manual calculations and comparing the results of the serverseed with your actual results a tad hard.

The best thing you can do is to use a provably fair verifier. Most of the popular sites that deal with provably fair games have verifiers, so you can easily make sure the rolls or hands played were dealt fairly.

All one has to do is to come with the seeds and the number of bets that have been made and then let the verifier check the serverseed hash and come back with the list of results.

The list can be compared to the results at the casino. If the results match, this proves that the provably fair algorithm is implemented correctly and that all games have been played fair.

The process behind the provably fair algorithm

Like most coding and algorithms cases, provably fair is easy to set up and implement if you’re a coding expert. For the novices such as everyday people or gamblers, it’s a bit harder to make sense of these technical terms, but we’ll do our best. There is more than one implementation method for the provably fair algorithm, but the one that is most common has three important variables that are calculated every single time a game is played, the server seed or hostseed, the client seed or public seed, and the nonce.

The server seed is the variable that is provided by the gambling site. The client seed is the variable that the client provides, the gambler in this case, through his browser or downloadable client in which he plays the game. Finally, the nonce is a random number that increases every time you place another bet.

Encryption in provably fair games

The first thing that happens is that the players get an encrypted hash of the server seed before they start playing. As the hash is sent to all players in advance, the site can’t interfere with it and therefore is unable to ever change it later. And because the hash is encrypted, you cannot reach into the data and see what the end result will be. Let’s take poker as an example. You will have a flop, turn and river. The result is already in the hash, but because of the encrypted data you will not know the outcome before the river has been dealt. The cards are played beforehand, and although the final result is already out there, it stays unreachable to everybody at the table until the end of the game.

After this happens, you will get a random client seed that’s generated from the browser you’re playing through. The client seed is customizable, meaning the players can have a saying in the outcome of the game without knowing the outcome of it by adding numeric values to the main seed. For example, the players can cut the deck virtually, resulting in a completely random new order of the virtually shuffled deck of cards. This makes the client seed unique and doesn’t even allow the casino portal to know what the outcome is beforehand. You can leave the client seed as it comes from the browser, or you can change it as you find it suitable. The nonce, the final variable, starts from zero and adds 1 to itself every time you place a new bet.

The starting bet the nonce is a 0 or a 1, this number is depending on the website. After each bet you make, the nonce number will go up by 1. From here on, the provably fair algorithm will use the seeds and the nonce to randomly select the roll of a dice, the flip of a coin or any other randomizable action it has to partake in a game. When the results are in, the code takes the nonce from 0 to 1, then from 1 to 2 and so on, keeping the results it provides unique.

How to verify if you’ve been cheated or not

Of course, you cannot verify the server seeds while playing a game. You can do this at the end of your session, when all bets are over and the players are away from the game table. This is because, if you were to get access to the server seed in advance, you’d be able to generate all rolls beforehand and win all hands. At the end of the game, generate a server seed in a hashed manner, which will ultimately reveal the last unhashed server seed, the one used during your play. In order to verify the fairness of the bets and if you’ve been cheated or not, you have to:

	Make sure the hashed server seed you have is the actual hash of the unhashed server seed. If that’s not the case and the portal has given you a random hash, it most likely creates fake outcomes and therefore cheats the game.
	Generate every roll result yourself, and compare these results to the ones you got while playing. You calculate the roll results using one of the many only tools for this action and see if they match based on the seeds you’ve got. If they do, you haven’t been cheated.


the provably fair algorithm in action

the casino's that are based upon the blockchain and naturally the provably fair algorithm. Their system works similarly to the general principle, by generating two seeds which, once combined, generate the winning outcome of a game. By the way the code is written, nobody playing a game on the platform can determine and predict the outcome of the game, but can verify its fairness at the end of playtime.

The seed is created before the game starts and then it gets hashed. The hash is then made available to all users to see, without regard if a game is still being played or has been finished.

The secondary seed is generated by the random.org randomiser after every single round of the game. In a game of coin flip, the moment the outcome of the last flip is generated, a new secondary seed is released by the code. Every time random.org comes up with a new seed, this seed is given a serial number value, meaning Rush Chance can’t multiply or do any funny business, to put it bluntly, in order to get a favorable result, one which would be in their favor and make players lose their money by betting on their site.

The main and secondary seeds are combined with a hyphen and converted into a long number, which is then used as a seed for pseudo-random number generating. This generator comes up with the results of a coin flip or the winning numbers on a scratch card ticket. If the values of the winning outcome are correct, when you verify the rolls later, they should match exactly with your results.

Provably fair conclusion

To summarize the entire idea of provably fair algorithms, you need to remember three very important steps:

	When the game begins, you receive a token or a seed that is kept secret;
	The machine uses an algorithm to generate random outcomes based on the seed;
	At the end of the game, you can use the seed given to you at the beginning in order to verify the fairness of the game that you’ve just played.
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